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-_.. NOMENCLATURE
. Aa pneumatic area
hydraulic area
An net orifice area
C distance from center of gravity of ship to landing platform
_ Cd coefficient of discharge
Dij direction cosines
; _IJ direction cosines
dij direction cosines
=W
Fa force acting at axle of wheel w
F_ force acting at point of wheel contact
F_a force acting normal to shock strut at axle of wheel w
_s shock-strut force at wheel w
_w body axes components of axle force at wheel wta
_w body axes components of forces generated at point of wheel contactig
W
ff internal friction forces at wheel w
gravity vectoz
Hw hydraulic force parameter
_,J,K triad of mutually orthogonal unit vectors in directions of platform
axes
_ _,J,k triad of mutually orthogonal unit vectors In directions of aircraft
body axes
[ unit dyadic
_:, lw tire stiffness at wheel w
_ _w,W,nW direction cosines of shock strut relative to aircraft axes
_ M_ cca_onents of moment wctor
;f
,#" iv
;t
] 98 ] 02 ] 542-004
tMw mass of wheel w
fi unit vector normal to plane of wheel
P,Q,R components of shipts angulac velocity vector
p,q,r components of aircraft's angular velocity vector
. _ unit vector in plene of wheel
p pneumatic pressure
Pa air pressure in upper chamber
Ph hydraulic pressure in lower chamber
-W
r position vector of :_heel w relative to origin of aircraft axes
_w position vector of wheel w relatlve to shlpts coordinate system
_cg position vector of aircraft center of gra_,ity relative to ship axes
unit vector in direction of shock strut
s shock-strut axial stroke
U,V,W components of ship's linear velocity vector
u,v,w components of aircraft linear velocity
_w velocity of wheel w reiatlve to landlng platform
, Vcg velocity of aircraft's center of gravity
: Xi ship axes coordinates
::_ Xip platform axes coordinates
W
Xi coordinates of wheel w relative to ship's coordinate system
- X_s coordinates of aircraft's center of gravity relative to ship's
- reference frame
-_ o
_' Xi initial coordinates
--_,_i_ x_" coordinates of point of sttac_enc of shock strut
W
x i coordinates of wheel w relative to aircraft axes
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r' _,8,_ aircraft Euler angles
_ _,0,_ ship Euler angles
Oi Euler angles corresponding to direction cosines
W
K angle in plane of landing platform between X_ axis and velocity
vector at wheel w
W
• _K angle _ when friction is kinetic
W
Ks angle _ when friction is static
Tw angle between plane of wheel and velocity vector at wheel w
_w coefficient of friction at wheel w
_w tire deflection at wheel w
aircraft angular velocity vector
p density of hydraulic fluid
¢
h_
__ , vl
t
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: INFLUENCEOF FRICTION FORCESON THE MOTIONOF VTOLAIRCRAFT
DURINGLANDINGOPERATIONSON SHIPS AT SEA
James C• Howard and David O. Chin
Ames Research Center
SUI_ARY
o, The equations describing the friction forces generated during landlng
operations on ships at sea have been formulated. These forces depend on the
platform reaction and the coefficient of friction. The platform reaction
depends on the relative sink rate and the 8hock-absorblng capabillty of the
landing gear. The coefficient of friction is ass_ed to vary with the surface
condition of the landing platform and the angle of yaw of the aircraft relatlve
to the landlng platform. The landing8 contemplated are by aircraft of the
VTOL type equipped w._th conventlonal oleo-pneumatlc landing gears. Because
aircraft of this type land with llttle or no forward speed, splnup forces have
been neglected. Simpllflcatlons have been introduced to reduce the complexlty
of the mathematlcal description of the tire and shock-strut chalacterlstlcs.
It haa been shown elsewhere that, for normal impact without tire botto_tng,
reasonable variations in the force-deflectlon characteristics of the tire have
only a relatlvely small effect on the calculated behavior of the landlng gear.
Approximating the actual complicated force-deflectlon characteristics of the
tire by a linear relatlonship appears to be adequate for practlcal purposes•
Although the Internal friction forces in the shock strut have been Included in
the landing gear model, experlmental data suggest that these forces can often
be neglected without impairlng the valldlty of the model equations. By includ-
ing only those characteristics of the tire and shock strut that contribute
slgnlflcantly to the generation of landing gear forces, s set of relatlvely
siaple equations is obtained. Nevertheless, the equations are considered
adequate for practlcal purposes.
._ INTRODUCTION
T
._ Landing VTOL aircraft on ships at sea is couplicsted by the notlon and
_ " surface condition of the landing platforu, whlch noves in response to the
_'_ uotions of the sea, and whlch is exposed to a variety of at_ospheric condl-
tions. An understanding of the landin8 phenomma requires that a mathematical
" I " node1, which includes platfora reactions and friction forces, be fornulated
and used to stnulate the landing naneuver. In sssessin8 the platforn reaction
_ forces likely to be encountered, the actual coupl£cated force-deflection
_ characteristics of the tire have been approxlusted by a linear relationshlp.
_$ Moreover, in the event that tire bottotl_ occurs, a linear sepsnt approxima-
tion which takes into account the incrmod stiffneas of the tire that-results
.. from hottoutn 8 yields pod results OLtlwitsk7 and Cook, 1953). A l_nited
/ mount o_ expertnmtal data obtalued durin8 drop tests at the Lansley Research
:I
g_
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. Center indicates that the behavior of the landing gear is relatively insensi- |
tive to variations in the air compression process, and that variations between !
isothermal and near adiabatic compression have only a secondary effect on the
; calculated behavior of the landing gear. Consequently, variations in the
polytropic exponent have been neglected. The importance of friction forces
derives from the fact that, if friction is not sufflcient to prevent sliding,
the aircraft may be damaged by colllding with adjacent structures. It is i
unlikely that VTOL aircraft landings will be attempted when the decks are i:
awash, but during rough weather the landing platform _r111 be exposed to rain
and posslbly sea spray whlch could reduce the coefficients of friction below
safe levels. A_.other possibility to be considered is the likelihood that VTOL
aircraft may produce a shower of spray as the Jets interact _rith the surface
of the sea during the approach. If the resulting spray were to be blown over
the landing platform, the friction forces wJ_11d be reduced significantly. In
view of these considerations, it is important to determine the reactions and
friction forces likely to be encountered during a variety of sea states and
landing conditions. By including these forces in the equations of the mathe-
matical model, the motion of the aircraft during the landing maneuver can be
computed and the possibility of sliding determined. In formulating the fric-
tion force equations, bending will be neglected and it will be assumed that
each landing gear has a fixed orientation relative to aircraft body axes. In
many cases, the influence of elasticity may be neslected without serious error,
but in some instances, particularly when the landing Kear attachment points
experience large displacements relative to the nodal points of the flexible
system, the interaction between the deformations of the structure and the
landin 8 gear may be required to represent the system adequately. Expressions
for the hydraulic, air-compression, and internal friction forces generated in
the shock strut are derived in appendix B.
KIN_L_TICS AND DYNAMICS OF AIRCRAFT-SHIP INTERACTIONS
Forces and Noments
Friction forces and platform reactions- Relative to the shlp's coordinate
: system (XlX2Xs), which originates at the center of gravity, the landin s plat-
form lies in the plane (X s - C) = 0, where C is neptive constant. The
XIX s plane of the ship's coordinate system corresponds to the plane to sym-
_ metry of the vessel and the Xz axis is normal to it. A platform coord_ate
system tvPxPvP_ havin$ axes parallel to the axes of the ship's coord_ate
system is used to specify vector components relative to the platform (see
fig. I).
Subsequent to the instant at which wheel w makes contact with the land-
_ ins platform, the aircraft is subjected to a reaction force l_s which is "
_ nomal to the landln s platform and a friction force which is coplanar wlth the
platform. Relative to platfomaxes, the friction force has c_ouponents F_
_ and I_2. Hence, subsequent to wheel contact, the force vector _ senerated
_: by wheel w has cerements
2
02 5 2-008
where I, J, and _ are a triad of
mutually orthognnal unit vectors in
the directions of the platform axes
and the superscript w denotes the
wheel being considered.
Therefore, if the dynamic
response of the aircraft subsequent
to the wheel contact is being com-
, " puted, the wheel reactions and fric-
tion forces of equation (I) must be
added to the inertia, thrust, aero- [
dynamic, gravitational, and shock-
strut forces to complete the mathe- l
matical description of the force _X
system.
The corresponding wheel forces
relative to aircraft body axes are C
f_ where
# Xlw W
fi = dijFj ' i,J = 1,2,3 (2) //
/
/
and dij are direction cosines /
(appendlx A). The force generated /
by each wheel is obtained by assign- X2
ing the appropriate wheel number,
e
In this and subsequent equations,
the summation convention is #_sumed;
that is, if in any term an ix_de_
occurs twice, the term is to be
summed with respect to that index for
all admissible values of the index.
Moments produced b_ friction
forces and platform reactions- The
ith moment component produced by the
platform reaction and the friction
force at wheel w is the vector
cross-product of the position vector FiBuro I,- Syst_ of reference axes,:" " of wheel w and the friction force
vector: includins ship and platform.
_ W W W WfW.
" Si - j; (3)= (xjf k
-_ where 4 are the aircraft body ax_s positional components of wheel w. It
should be noted that i, J, and k must be in cyclic order in equation (3).
/
_r .... Ill
f
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From equation _2),
w w . djnFnwfk'dknFW ; fj
Substitution of these values in equation (3) yields the following moment
, equation:
W W W W
Mi " (Xjdkn - Xkdjn)F n (4)
t_
Therefore, the individual components are
 lw"(.sWd,n-
,W W W ,W
Ms = (x_d3. n - xldsn)F n
,W W W W
M3 = (xxdsn - xsdln)F n
n = 1,2,3
ghen these equations are smmed on n, the moment components assume the form
Mw [x2(ds_Flw w d SFw + d3sF_) - xs(dzxF1wW dssF 2w--I - + + + d2,F)] (5)
w w W d w + dx F:) - x:(d IFW + d FW + d F:)] (6)Ms " [xs(dIxFx + IsF2 x 1_2 z
w w w w d23F'_) - w" [X x(dslF 1 + + xF_ + d Fw + d13F:) ] (7) 'Ms d2sF s x 2 (d_ Is 2 t
!
!
Orlencation of Friction Force Vector ],
Relative velocltles- To determine the orientation of the friction force
vector in the plans of the landing platform, it Is necessary to know the
relative velocity of each landing wheel at the _stant of touchdown. The
friction force at each wheel _tll be in a direcclon opposlte to the direction
of the aircraft veJocity r-lative to the landing platfom at the point of
wheel contact (IJff, 19_). The point at which wheel w sakes contact with
the landing platform has a position vector k_ relative to the origin of the
ship's coordinate syst_. The angle in the plane of the landing platform
_ , between the direction of the X_ axis and the velocity vector at wheel w is
i denoted by _w (see fig. 2). When the magnitude of the wheel velocity rela- •
_- rive to the landing platforn is known, the angle _w is obtained as follows.
_ The velocity of wheel w relative to the landing platform is _, where
4
i,
I.
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A
J
P
_ °
P
X2
Ftsure 2.- Systems of platform reference axes.
This velocity is obtained by subtracttn 8 the velocity of the point st vhee!
contact on t_ platforu from the vhesl's velocity relative to the platform:
o °V
Qv . D(Qcs + _x_V) _ (Qmhtp + _shtp xR )
In uatrix notation these equations assume the form
v,\/,..,..
vhsrs U,V,W end P,Q,R ere the components of the ship's linear 8nd ansular
velocity vectors, rupectively.
For expertnants of t_Le type. the most J_portsnt components of ship
: notion are heavln8, pitchtn8, and rollins. Hence, by essumLn8 that
U mVmlmO
the amount of computerise is reduced, sad equation (9) ass_ the simpler
_ fore
Q
:: / = dis dst dis - -15_ (tO)
5
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Moreover,
\ II + q,,,/
where Vcg Is the velocity of the aircraft's center of gravlcy and _w is
the poslt[on vector of wheel v relatlve to the origin of the aircraft body
axes system (Eckln, 1972). Hence, in terms of the veloclty components V_ and
V_2, the angle Kw is (see fig. 2)
v . tan-_(v_/v_) (12)
Equation (10) can be solved for the velocity components V_ when the
X_ coordinates of the point of wheel contact on the platform are known. To
determine these coord£nates, It Is fl_-st necese:ry to compute the position
vector _c_ vhere
and X_g constitutes the locus of points on the trajectory of the aircraft
center of gravity projected onto the plane (X3 - C) = O, vhlch Is the plane of
the landing platfor-.. Hence the distance of any point on the projected tra-
Jectory from the origin of the ship's coordinate system Is
ics - x?i + x?5 + ci (14)
vhere C Is a neptlve constant. By substituting X_ - X_g and x_ - 0 In
equations (10)and (11). respectively, the velocity components of the aic-
craft's center of gravity relative to the landln$ oletform are obtained:
/.,,I.,I. \d,,,l,,.,
--_:_. Therefore, tim velocity components VcI _nd V_28 are
_+" V_l8 - ldllu + d21v + dslw - QC) 116)
_::_" VcaI - ld12u + dsav + dj:tw + PC) 117)
/
4_
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The velocities Vcg and Vcg can be integrated .'o yield the coordinates X_8
and Xc$. Therefore, the required c_ordlnates are
fY cg dt (18)xCg . X1Qcg +
cs Sv cg at (19)XCg . Xzo +
• c8 cg
where Xio and X20 are initial coordinates.
_ The velocity of the aircraft center of gravity normal to the landlng
platforn is glven by
Vcg = [(dliu + diiv + dij_. - (W + PXcg - QXClg)] (20)
Since X_ g and X_g are known from equations (18) and (19), respectively,
equation (20) can be integrated to yield
cg Sv? dt (21)X_ g . Xl0 +
cg
where X30 is the tntttal distance from the X:._ 2 p1_ne of the ship's coor-
dinate system. The initial values xCf, Xcf, and xC_ ,: ,hlp axes
components.
When initial condtttone are given in Earth-_lxed axR|, a tranaformatton
from these axes to ship axes is required. Given that X_ are initial valuei
in Earth-fixed axes, the corresponding ship axes components are {from
appendix A)
_. equations (18) throul_ (21) are modified In accordance _rlt|, thls trens-
• formation, the coordinates of t_ aircraft traJnctory assume tlw form:
,. /.:.\
' i ':'I-"',,t':;/"It ,'t' <">\.:./ ,¢../.,\,,:../
7
:_J
l
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• Let the origin locatios, of the landing platform with respect to the ship's
: coordinate system be XP - (X_0, X_0, C); then the height of the aircraft cen-
ter of gravity above tl,.elanding platform is X_, where
- -
Moreover,
P PXI (X_ g - Xxo)
s-
P
x_- (x?- X.o)
Wheel w will make contact with the landing platform _'hen (Howard, 1977)
4
, P w + d2 w + d3 wX3 - -(dx3x x 3x2 3x3) (24)
(see fig. 3).
¥
x _ c_-1 d33
_i Ftsure 3.- Aircraft attitude relative to landing platform.
"_ 8
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b,!
t_
! When this condition is satisfied, the computed values of Xcg and Xcg
may be used to determine the point of contact of wheel w from
W Cg W W  WXx = X + dxxx x + d2xx z dsxx _ (25)
w Xcg24- w w wXa = dx2x x + d2ax 2 + dszx 3 (26)
" The relative velocity components can now be evaluated by substituting from
equations (25) and (26) in equation (10), and the angle Kw determined from
equation (12).
Kinetic friction force-The friction force vector _w at wheel _ is
opposite the resultant velocity vector and is equal to the product of the
coefficient of friction and the platform reaction. It is assumed that the
coefficient of friction is a function of the angle _w, which Js the angle
between the resultant velocity vector at wheel w and the line of intersection
of the rolling plane of the wheel with the landing platform. Denoting the
direction of t_Is line by the unit vector p and the perpendicular direction
by the unit vector _, the velocity components relative to these directions
are (see sketch (a))
where Kw is defined by equation (12) and ew is the aircraft angle of yaw
with respect to platform axes. The velocity components at wheel w relatlve
to platform axes are V_I and Vw and the resultant velocity in the plane of
the platform is V_.
The equation for angle Tw may be written in the followlng alternative
forms (see eq. (AI9)):
: w V2
__ = an -1 _- 9
VI
(v:Tw= tan_1 ____ = (w _ ew)W
Relatlve to these directions, the kinetics friction force vector _f ass-mes
the form
_f w^ w= .W(cos TWp + sin "tu)F 3 (29)
Relative to aircraft body axes, the kinetic friction force and the platform
w
reaction have components fig' where
Ig D12 D l sp cos
fw I w w28 = D2 D22 D2 3_ sin (30)
f_ kDs. Ds2 Dsslk F_
and
".,: / _ t !i/DI1 D,2 DI_I'_ / COS 82 0 -sln 82 1
: D21 D22 D2s = .tn Bl sin e2 cos BI sin Bl cos e z
DSl s. 3 _cos l sin 82 -sin 01 cos e I cos 8
'_- Kinetic friction mouenti- Wh_,1 the cmaponents of the force vector fromh
--_- equation (30) are substituted in equations (5) throush (7), and the coeffl-
clants Dij subItituted for dlj, the lo,_nt coaponents are obtained as
_ functions of the platfora reactions. These are
.-../ i
_ g
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w = [x2W(Dsl w COS w + Ds2pw sln Tw + Des)MI
" - x_(D21P w CO8 Tw + D22_ w Sill Tw + D2S)]F _ (31)
' [xs(Dll_ 2uWsin Tw + D )Mw ,. w w cos w + D1 13
w w w
- xl(Dsl_ cos T + Ds2p w sin Tw + D3s)]F w (32)
W W V g
- 1'43 = [xI(D21_ v cos 1: + D22p sin .[W 4- D33 )
- W
xz(D11pw cos Tw + Dza_w sin Tw + DIs)IF_ (33)
Experimental evidence indicates that.,in the case of normal impact without
tire bottoming, the assumption of a linear force-deflectlon relationship for
the tire is adequate for practlcal purposes (Milwltzky and Cook, 1953). llenc.e,
by assuming that each tire is a linear spring with an effective stiffness K_,
the force resultlng from a deflection 8w can be expressed in the simple form
W WW
F3 = -K¢8 (34)
Moreover, in the event that tire bottoming occurs, a linear segment
approximation which takes into account the increased stiffness of the tire
that results from bottoming yields good results.
Subsequent to tire and shock-strut deflection, the moment arms become
functions of the tire and shock-strut deflections; that is
, (XVo uvaw)+ (,-wRYD2s,Sv) (35)
(x';'o _sw)+ (.Yew D,3_w)T
W
where Xlo are the coordinates of the a_le at wheel w when the shock strut- V W
+_ is in the fully extended position; &v m , and n are direction cosines; s
_ is the shock-strut deflection, end Rw Is the radius of wheel w (see fJg. 4).
! Hence, in terns of these moment arms and tire forces, the moment equations _re
_ = [xs(D2_ cos v + Da_V sin _v + D2s)
,._ - x_(D,_."_o. w + O,._ .i,, w + D,,)]X_6" (S6)
!i l ,,
:::i
:|
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cos-1 I w
c°s-1 mW"_(/_'_ w Xl=
/ xro:,,"
X2/ cos-ln*_ _,
/11111 '7, 7IIIIII
W
= COORDINATES OF AXLE AT WHEEL w
Xl0 WHEN SHOCK STRUT IS IN FULLY
EXTENDED POSITION
Rw = RADIUS OF WHEEL w
Fisure 4.- Orientation of landii._ gear relatlve to aircraft body axes.
W W W T_ TW )M2 = [xI(D31u cos + D$2 Uw sin + D33
- x_(DII_ w cos Tw + DIi_w sin Tw + DI3)]K:6 w (37)
My ,, (xW(D11_v cos Tw + D12_w sin Tw + D13 )
- x: (D2 TW w ]K:6W: 1_w COS + D221JW sin + V2s) (38)
The ._orces relstive to aircraft body axes are
i Ig ll DI2 Dis w cos
V W •
_; fv " -K:6w D2 D2 sin (39)ill 21 2
_i_,] Dii D,t 1
12
I
I
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It should be noticed that, when the aircraft rebounds, 8w = 0 and the
friction forces and moaents vanish.
Static frlctlon forces- Subsequent to wheel contact, wheel w is exposed
to a static friction force. If this force is not sufficient tc prevent slid-
ing, a kinetic friction force _11 be generated. The kinetic friction force
• will persist until the velocity of wheel w in the plane of the landing plat-
form is dissipated, at which point a static friction force is again encoun-
tered. During static friction conditions, the velocity of the point of wheel
; contact .n the plane of the landing platform is zero. In this case, the wheel
t axle will move relative to the point of wheel contact by stretching the tire
" spring and the aircraft will oscillate under the restoring influence of the
• tire springs.
If torsional stiffness is neglected, each tire may be treated as a three-
spring system: a lateral spring that acts to restore deformatlons of _he tire
normal to the plane of the wheel, a spring that resists displacements in the
' direction of the strut axis, and a spring normal to these two directions.
That is, if n is a unit vector normal to the plane of the wheel and _ a
unit vector coaxial with the shock strut, then the tire resists motions in the
directions of fi, _, and fix _.
In order to determlne the spring forces, it is necessary to know the
veloclty components of th_ wheel axle in the directions of fi, _, and fix _,
S " ti + m:] + n_ (39a)
n x s = (r_q - _i)i + (tS - nL)] + (e_ - tN)lt
.w w w .w ..w ..w
and the direction cosines _ ,m ,n ,,_ ,M ,m must be ascertained from the
geometry of a particular aircraft. The tire displacements are 6_ normal to
the plane of the wheel, 6_ in the direction of the strut axis, and 6_ normal
to these two directions. Before touch-down, the displacement of the wheel axle
relative to the point of wheel contact is zero. After touch-down, the velocity
components of the wheel axle are
- toWNw ,'Nw - nWLw mWLw i'A [L w  qX,a
,_ Is
li
it. i , ;i_
(,..,.. ox:o,II<,11 d,,
;1
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and
_- uw- (u- _w_w) ; w. (v-mW_w) ; ww= (w-_w)
a a a
,, _ w _ _sw) ; w w _ _s w)xlaW= (xW0- _wsw_•; a = (xa0 Xsa= (x30
The X_o are the coordinates of the axle when the shock strut is in the fully
-- extended position and sw is the shock-strut deflection at wheel w. .#
" The forces generated by the tire displacements are
"°
i o /
0
where
kw ww kw kW.w .w. kw www
kn(P ,6w) ; vtp ,o ) ;= = = kp(p ,6 )u v p
and pW and 6w are the pressure and tire deflection, respectively, at
wheel w.
x
w
If after touch-down wheel w has a velocity component Vp in the direc-
tion of unit vector p, then a kinetic friction force will be generated. The
magnitude of the force will be
Fp = uWF: cos xw ; w = w(xw )
W
' Likewise, a velocity component Vw perpendicular to Vp will be accom-Wn
: panied by a kinetic friction force Fn, where
_, FW WW Wva sin_ ; _ = uw(_w)n
_, Generally, these two components will exist siaultaneously and give rise
;,_ to the resultant kinetic friction force:
_:_ The tire force components (F_T) relative to the landing platform are obtained
by transforatng the tire forces from strut axes to platform axes. These are:
,/
14
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A static friction force will persist until the friction force exceeds the
spring force, that is, until
b
When this condition is satisfied, the tire starts to slide and kinetic friction
forces begin to operate. Relative to aircraft axis, the tire force components
are
\PPl
When the aircraft touches dovn, that is, vhen the vheel contact condition
(eq. (24)) is satisfied, the tire deflection rates are calculated and inte-
grated and the corresponding spring forces determined. These are then com-
pared with the forces required to produce sliding, k_en the kinetic friction
forces exceed the spring forces, sliding ensues and the forces are modified
accordingly.
Effective tire stiffness- The effective tire stiffness at any orientation
is a function of the component stiffnesses of the tire, the direction cosines
defining the orientation of the shock strut and vheel relative to aircraft
body axes, and the spatial orientation of the aircraft relative to the landing
• platform. The tire force produced by a tire deflection 6 normal to the land-
/ Ing platform is Ke6K, where Ks is ths effective tire stiffness and _ is a
-_. unit vector normal Co the landing platform. The corraspondin s tire _Jrces in
the directions of _, _, and _ x i are, respectively"
?
'_ V, V V V
,_ (_s + l_zs + m)ss)6 [_(P ,6 )
+ + 6")
_,. [(oH - mll)01_+ (01 - all,)l)a_+ (at, - OllO_n]_ (pV_V)
_.-_
t$
Ig81021542-021
: !
Therefore,
2 2
w 2 2 +_D 2 +_ a) K_• Ke {(LD_3 + Hl::)a3+ kl)ss) K_ + (¢D13 s s
+ [(nil - mN)Dxs + (gN - nL)D2s + (mL - ¢H)Dss]2K_} I/2
KIN_4ATICS AND DYNAMICS OF LANDING GEAR
Landing Gear Forces
,_ Resultant force- The friction force and the platform r_actlon force are
reacted at the wheel axle by a resultant force, which can be resolved into a
component coaxial with the shock strut and a component normal to the shock
strut.
Axle force- The force _a acting at the wheel axle and the force _g
acting at the point of wheel contact with the landing platform combine with
the gravity force MWg to impart an acceleration to the wheel, that is,
+ .wi . sWr_
_a+Fg
where _ is the gravity acceleration vector and _ is the acceleration of
wheel v (Hilwltzky and Cook, 1953). Therefore,
-WFa= Hw(_w- i) - _s (40)
The resultant force acting at the axle of wheel w has components f_a
relative to aircraft body axes. The force components normal to the shock
strut may be expressed in terms of these components as follows,
The scalar sasnltude of the body axes components f_ norwal to the
shock strut are
w sln(co__ tw) ; f_a sln(c°'-_ _) ; f_a sln(c°'-_ _) (41)"_ fla
_ In terns of the aircraft body axes components f_a, the normal force _a
has vector componentm es follows (Wills, 1958)
%
Usin8 vector identitiu, tl_ts equa:iou can be rewritten as follows:
w
• _ . (f_,[i - (i. i)i] + f_',[_- (3._>_]+_,[_- <_._)_]_ (_)
&
ii _y substitution for _ from equation (39a), ,quati._n (43) aeeu_s the follo_-
•_ £n8 fore:
_ 16
.... i;
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: = {[(1 £&)f_a w _ £nf_a] _ + [..m&fWa + (1 -")f_a- amf,a]J}_Na _ _ &mr2a w
W W
+ [-n_f_a- nmf2,_ + (I--nn)f,a]i} (44)
Shock strut and platform forces- In addition to the force _Na normal to
the shock strut and the axial strut force _s applied at the axle, the wheel
• is subjected to the platform reaction and friction force F_S. This force is
applied at the point of wheel contact and has components f_g relative to
i aircraft body axes. The resultant of these forces is
_- Fw,. ( +Fs+ )
a
- _f,a +_s + f_',]_+ [-"_fL" n,,f_',+ C_- nn)fL+n + f J_,_
= Mw(_w - i) (4s)
This equation may be written more concisely as
"lil,_ _ + [,_] _,<[_w]_[,3) (46)[Fw] . [LW][Fa ] +
where
VV
\"" "" '"7
- - III I __J
"'I ! ¢
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From equation (40),
(F_j--(F_]+M'((i']-(.]_ (47)
Substituting from equation (39) yields
[Fa] = _Se[D][F_] + MW([i_] - [g]) (48)
V_ II V12 Vl 1
" [V] = D21 D22 D2
31 D32 D33/
(:)V COS Tv(F_] = v sin T, l
, Substituting from equations (48) and (39) in equation (46) _Lves the equation
of notion of the vheel 8uses )IV:
_ tv
u,V VV ,V[LVllKVSVlDl( ] + HV([x v] - [81)} + -1(¢6 [DI[Ff] = Hv([)(_] - [81) .
'_ \n"/ (49)
Equation (49) IrjLve8 the forces actin8 at vheel v and establishes a relation-
ship botveen the forces due to tire deflection ond the shock-strut forces.
q
t
i ii ,j;
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: The corresponding force acting on the aircraft is [F_], where
'C.+I[F_] --[Lw](g_6V[D]tr_] + Mw([_'w_- [S])}- (50)
\--/
and i
that is, the axial strut force F_ due to hydraulic resistance, air compres-
sion. and internal bearln8 friction combines with F_a and the prevailing Y_
aerodynamic, thrust, inertia, and 8ravity forces to modify the aircraft motion
subsequent to wheel contact.
Influence of wheel mass- The fact that the mass of the wheel is a rela-
tively small fraction of the total mass of the aircraft sussests that the
wheel mass can be neslected without Isvairins the validity of the calculated
results (Nilwitzky and Cook, 1953). Mith this modification, the equations
relating the tire forces to "+he strut forces assume the sJatplsr form:
K_+Wt'-W3tDJtrll+F.!." ww w
- Kc6 [D][t'f] (SX)
: By colbin£nl llke tsnm, th£s equation can be rurranaed as
_ .
+. KI+"(II ) . [Lw])ID][I'_]-i+:
_?+:_. _'1
/:°i): Ix] - 10
19
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_ _ 11 D12 Dls_ cos
W TWKW6W £ D2 1 D2 2 D2 s 81n -
_n£ nn/ ,I D, /nm Ds2
Hatrlx multLpllcation ylclds
1 2 cos
lW6w sin
; I _12 ,,, F8 m
vhece
_I = LD11  aD21+ nDs_
_2 " U)I: + roD:: + rids:
_3 = U113 + riD:3 + nDss
Therefore,
". F:(s,_) (52)x_6"1%,."co._"+_,.".i. _"+%,)- F,
For zero wheel san, the 18ndin 8 fur forces actinI on the slrcreft ere
\el I
_- llq_tiou 1511 pemts tMs equstlon to be vrlttm in the e/apler fern:
a
_; Shock-strut closure _ tire deflectioa rstes- 8ubsequmt to the t/_e
g
; 8 8
_._. , p18tfora reaction forces, fr/ct/_ forces, sad shock-strut forces are prier-
/. sted in accordance with the equstioas fomu]AJted. Eqmit:r_m (52) I_LVeS the
?
\
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relatlonship between the tire deflectlon forces and the -hock-strut forces.
The rate of tire deflectlon is _v, where
W V V w W
,_w. dl:(u_ + qx:a - _3&) + d39(v- + _l,. - PX3a)
w v Px_' qx_') ¢._5)+ daa(w_ + px2a - qxla) -(W +
where
b
• w w v (v - nv&v)ua - (u- _wlw); vi- (v-_&v) ; vj-
an_
Equations (.52) and (5.5) csn be solved to obtsln pv and sw. which can then
be used to coapute the platform resctLons and fr:ction fort 3 and the forces
generated in the shock strut. When these forcep are added to the aerodynsulc0
inertia, thrust, and $ravlty forces, the response of the aircraft _ubsequent to
wheel contgct can be detennlned.
CONCLUSIOHS
The equations describing the friction forces $enerated during 18ndln$
operations on shlps at sea have been fonmlsted. To 81npllfy the forumlstlon,
it has been assumed that the force-deflection charscteristtcs of the tire are
11nesr. and that the behavior of the shock strut is relativeX7 insensitive to
varieticns in the 81r compression process, iby ilp_orin8 vsrJ_atlons in the
polytropic exponent end by Including only those characteristics of the tire
and shock strut that contribute sllp_Iflcently to the generation of Xsndlns
_ear forces, 8 set of relattveXy slnpXe equations ts obtsined. HeverthelesL,
these equations are considered adequgte for practtcaX purposes.
21 *
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APPENDIX A
TRANSFORMATIONS
Transformation of Motion Vector Components
A set of vector components in a coordinate system that is rotationally
fixed is related to the components in the aircraft body axes by a transforma-
tion equation of the form
[A] = [T]FA[E 1 (M) "
2: where
[A] column _ector of motion components in aircraft reference system
[T]EA matrix that effects a transformation from fixed axes to aircraft body
axes
[E] column vector of motion components in fixed reference system
Likewise, the components of a vector in the fixed reference system are
related to the components in the movin E ship reference system by a transforma-
tion of the same form. That is,
[S] = [T]Es[E] (A2)
where
[S] colum_ vector of motion vector components relative to ship axes
• [TIEs matrix that effects a transformation from fixed axes to moving ship
axes
: Similarly, a triad of ship axes components can be transformed to aircraft
body axes by the transformation equation
, [A] - [T]sa[S] (A3)
_ where
_ [T]sA matrix that effects a transformation from ship axes to aircraft body i
axes
Substituting from equatio_ (A2) in equation (A3) gives a transformation
from fixed axes to ship axes, followed by a trauafonmtion from ship _xes to
_! aircraft axes: ,:
/
l:
-i1 .
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, [A] - [T]SA[_]ZS[E] (A4)
Finally, substituting from equation (AI) in equation (A4) yields the following
matrix equation:
< 4 ml
Tt,_refore, [T]sA[T]Es[T]E A = [I], vhere [I] is the unlt matrix. Solving thls
matrix equation for [T]sA yields
• [T]sA = [T]_[T]_ (A5)
Since only orthogonal transformations are being considered, the inverse of a
transformation matrix equals the transpose of the matrix and equation (AS)
81mplifies accordlngly. That is,
--_ I [T]] (A6) i[T]ZS S
where superscript T denotes transposition.
Substituting from equation (A6) in equation (AS) ylelds the required
transformation from ship axes to aircraft body axes• That is,
T
[T]sA = [T]FA[T]_.s (A7)
In terms of the Euler angles ¥, 0, and _ and vith the conventional
aeronautlcal rotation sequence, the required transfor_atlon matrices are
(HcRuer et al., 1973)
[T]EA = cos _ sln I. 0 s _ cos _
-sin _ cos _sin 0 0 cos 0
+ cos (_ cos 0 cos 0 sin 0 -sin e
• {T]EA - sin 0 sin e cos _ sin _ sin e sin _ sin I cos e (AS)
1 -- Sin _ COS # + COS _ COS
t , cos _ cos _ sin e sin _ cos _ sin e cos _ cos e
+ sin _ sln t - cos _ sin t
For the transforuation iron fixed axes to ship axes, the l[uler 8nlles
w111 be denoted by the capital Greek letters Y, _, and #. In terms of this
notation, the trsnsformstion matrix [z]u .s.m. 8 form Identicai to equa-
'+ tion (AS)
I 23
!cos e cos _ cos e sin _ -sin 0
31n ¢ sin O cos _ sin '_sin e sin ¢ sin ¢ cos 0
[T]Es = - sin _ cos ¢ + cos ¥ cos ¢ (A9)
, cos _ cos ¢ sin 0 sin _ cos ¢ sin e cos ¢ cos 0
+ sin ¢ sin ¢ - cos _ sin 8
The following equation gives the transposed form of this matrix:
b
:' cos _ cos ? sin ¢ Sin e cos ? COS _ cos _ sin 8"D
- sin _ cos ¢ + sin _ sin
[T]TE5 = cos O sIn _ sin _ sin 8 sin ¢ sin _ cos ¢ sin 0 (AI0)
+ cos _ cos # - cos _ sin
- sin 8 sin _ cos 8 cos ¢ cos e
A computer program, which solves the equations of the mathematical model
of the aircraft, evaluates angles _, 8, and ¢ and hence determines the atti-
tude of the aircraft as a function of time. The Euler angles are then used to
compute the elements of the transformation matrix [T]EA.
To detet_aine the attitude of the ship, the components of the sldp's
angular velocity vector are measured and used to formulate the equations
(McRuer et al., 1973)
" P=% - sine I
Q = 0 cos ¢ + _ cos 8 sin ¢ I (All)
R = _ cos 0 cos ¢ - 0 sin
Solving these equations for ¢, 0, and _, we obtain
, ¢ - P + (Q sin ¢,  Rcos ¢)tan 0
e
8 = Q cos ¢ - R sin 0 (AI2)
_ _ = (Q sin ¢ + R cos ¢)sec O
'['he solution of these equations yields the required Euler angles ¢, 0 "
"_ and ¥, which are then used to determine the elements of the transformation
" matrix [TIEs. After the formulation and transposition of this matrix, the
of [T]EA and [T]_ is formed.product
The transformation of vector compo,.ents from ship axes to aircraft body
axes is given by equation (A7):
_, 24
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In terms of the direction cosines dtj, relating aircraft body axes to
ship axes, thls matrix equation assumes the form
rdlldl,dl, 1
/ /
' [T]sA = Jc2xd22d2,j = [D]
. _ld_2d33
- The direction cosines dij have the following values:
dz_ - (cos 0 cos _ cos O cos _ + cos 0 sln _ cos 0 sin ¥ + sin O sin O)
dx2 = [cos O cos _(sin @ sin 0 cos ¥ - sin ¥ cos @)
+ cos 0 sin _(8in Y sin O Sin @ + cos ¥ cos _) - sin 0 sin _ cos O]
dl_ = [cos 0 cos _(cos ¥ cos e sin O + sin ¥ sin O)
+ cos O sin _(8in ¥ cos e sin O - cos ¥ sin 0) - sin 0 cos e cos O]
d21 = [(sln _ sin 6 cos _ - sin _ cos _)cos e cos ¥
+ (sin _ sin 6 sin _ + cos _ cos _)cos e sin ¥ - sin _ cos e sin e]
d22 = [(sln _ sin e cos _ - sin _ cos _)(sln t sin 0 cos ¥ - sln ¥ cos _) _;
+ (sin _ sin e sin _ + cos _ cos _)(stn ¥ sin e sin @ + cos Y cos @)
+ sin O cos 0 sin t cos O]
d2s = [(sln _ sin e cos _ - sin _ cos t)(coe ¥ cos 0 sin e + sin ¥ sin _)
+ (sin _ sln 0 sln _ + cos _ cos _)(eln ¥ cos t sln 0 - cos ¥ sin @)
_ + sin # cos 0 cos @ cos _]
r
: " dsx = [(cos _ cos # sin e + sin _ sin t)(cos Ocos _)
_ + (sin _ cos O eln e - cos _ sln t)cos o sin ¥ - cos O cos o sin o]
sln 0 sin _)(s£n @ sin _ cos _ - sin ¥ cos @)
: I d.,- [(co.,co.,.ine+.
_ | + (sin _ cos t sin e cos _ sin t)(s/n _ sin O sin t + cos _ cos t)
!
+ cos _ co8 e sin t cos el
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d3a = [(cos _ cos @ sln 0 4- sin _ sin __(cos _ cos # sin 0 + sin _ sin #)
+ (sin _ cos _ sln 0 - cos _ sln _)(sln ¥ cos _ sln 0 - cos ¥ sin _)
+ cos _ cos 0 cos _ cos 0]
Although the direction cosines are useful for transformation purposes,
they are not convenient measures of aircraft attitude. A conversion from
direction cosines to a set of Euler angles that represents the attitude of the
aircraft relatlve to the ship can be effected l)ythe method described by
: Meyer et al. (1967).
For the conventional aeronautical rotation sequence, a rotation matr_.::
can be generated _ the product of three rotat:Lonmatrices as follows:
( [D] = [T1(01)][T2(02)]}[Za(0s)] "A13)
where
(i00)[TI(Ol)] = cos Ox sln 0
-sln 01 cos OI
co e2 0 -slne21
[T2 (e2)] = I 0
\sln 8 cos 8
f cos e_ sln e s 0 1[Ts(0s)] - _-sl_ 3 cose,O Ol
The product matrix, equation (AI3), yields the following direction cosine:
dxx = cos e 2 cos e 3 ,
?_. d12 -cos e2 Sin 01
, @dis --sln e2
__ _ d21 - sin e_ sin e 2 cos e s - sln e s cos e x
-_ d22 = sin e s 81n o2 sin e I + cos e s cos e x
26
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d23 - sin 01 cos 02
d31 - cos 0 s cos 01 sin 02 + sin 0 s sin 01
d32 = sin 0 s cos 01 sin 02 - cos 03 sin 01
d33 = cos 01 cos 02
The follovlng combinations of these equations are required to convert the
_ direction cosines dij to the Euler angles 0 x, 0 2 , and 0s:
__ . dll sin 0 s - d12 cos 0 s = 0 (AI4)
dsl sin 0 s - de2 cos 9 s = sin 01 (AIS)
d21 sin 0 s - d22 cos 0 s = -cos 01 (AI6)
dls = -sin 02 (AI7)
d2s sin 01 + des cos 01 = cos 02 (Ale)
From equation (AI4),
d12
tan 03 =_ (AIg)
d11
Equations (A15) and (A16) give
rd31 sin e_ - ds2 cos 0 1
tan 01 ;J
or
dl[___2tan 0 s - d_12]t.. -
From equations (AIT) and (A18)
:"_ tan 02 = -
_- z s sin 81 + des cos e1
_ Given the nine direction cosines and the rotational sequence, the three Euler
angles e_, e z, and e! can be co.outed. For the present application, e I
corresponae to the aircraft yaw anala relative to the landin8 platform.
Angles O: and e| are pitch and roll anlles, respectively, relative to the
_ landtng platfom. It should be noted that the computed values of Oi are not
_ / unique since tan e is a lany valued function, that is,
o 27
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tan % = tan(n_ + e)
where n is a positive or neEative inteser. However, for the case bein 8
co.sldered and for the an81es anticipated, only these solutions ¢orrespondin8
to n - 0 will be required.
r_
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APPENDIX B
INTERNAL SHOCK-STRUT FORCES
Hydraulic Forces
• The hydraulic force Fh Is obtained by making use of the equation for
the discharge through an orifice (Milwltzky and Cook, 1953)i-
q = CdAnVo (Ph - Pa) (BI)
q volumetric rate of discharge
Cd coefficient of discharge
An net orifice area
Ph hydraullc pressure in lower chamber
Pa air pressure in upper chamber
0 mass density of hydraullc fluld
Using continuity conslde_atlona, the vohmetrlc rate of discharge can be
expressed in the alternatlve form:
q
where Ah is the hydraullc area and S Is the cetescopln8 veloclty of the
shock strut. Equstln$ these two expressions for the volunetrlc rate of dis-
charge yleld8 the pressure dlfferentlal
|l
Ph" Pa " 2(C_)a (B3)d"n
-_ The hydraullc resistance Fh due to the telemcopln$ of the strut is given by
'_ the product/,
-P t
* i 0_ .
1_ts equation can be used. for both the coupren£on and elon_t_an strokes by
_ tntroduc:Lnj the factor S/Jill to /Jsd:Lcace the 8£8n otE the hydreuLtc force M
_ follovsz
29
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Fh " JSI2(CdAn)2
Pneumatic Forces
The pneumatic force Fa in the upper chamber depends on the inflation
pressure and the exposed area. It is assumed that the air pressure obeys the
generalized gas law (Milwitzky and Cook, 1953)
n
pv n = constant = PoVo
or
/_Vo n
P = P_-/ (B6)
where
p air pressure in upper chamber of shock strut
Po air pressure in upper chamber for fully extended strut
v air volume of shock strut
v o air volume for fully extended strut
The instantaneous volume v is equal to the initial volume minus the swept
volu_, where the swept volume is the product of the pnetmatic area Aa and
the stroke of the strut S, that is,
v = (% - AsS)
Substituting this value in equation (B6) gives
P Po o Ass/ (B7)
}i It follows that the pneumatic forcs is
7s _s p s (_s)
°
!° I The exponent n depends on the rate of compression and rats of heat transfer
from the sir to the surrounding environment. Low rates of compression ¢orre-
_ I spond .pprox/aat.ly to th. £soth.t_utlcas. and .valu. of n - l H1,h.r
rates of compresslon approach the adiabatic condition and a llaltln 8 value of/
iI
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: n = 1.4. A li_Lted amount of experimental data obtained in drop tests indl-
cates that, in most practical cases, a value of n - I.I may be used
(Milwltzky and Cook, 1953).
Internal Friction Forces
According to the law of friction, the cqefficient of friction _ is
defined as the ratio of the friction force to the normal force. This coeffi-
cient is somewhat greater under conditions of rest (static friction) than under
conditions of sliding (kinetic friction). Hachine designers usually classify
., frictional resistance as friction between dry surface, friction between imper-
fectly lubricated surfaces, and friction between perfectly lubricated surfaces.
The internal friction in landing gear shock struts usually involves relatively
, high normal pressures and small sliding velocities. Noreover, the usual types
of hydraulic fluid used in shock struts have imperfect lubricating properties.
Therefore, for the sake of completeness, it will be assu_ed that the internal
friction between the bearing_ and cylinder walls approaches the dry frictlon
condition. Hence, the internal friction forces which depend on the magnitude
of the bearing forces, the orientation of the gear, the spacing of the bear-
ings, and the appropriate coefficients of friction are obtained as follows
(fig. 5).
me bearing forces are related to the force _a normal to the axis of
the shock strut. This force is required to dete_Ine the inte_al friction
forces f_, where
W W W
ff "T!T(._1_1+ _=IF=I) (Bg)
w_ere
) •
-_ W
ff axlal friction force for st_t at wheel w
w
_I coefficient of friction for upper bearing (attached to inner cylinder) '
w
; FI normal force on upper bearing (attached to inner cylinder)
W
_2 coefficient of friction for lower bearing (attach_ to outer cylinder)
w
F2 normal force on l_er bearing (attach_ to outer cyllnder)
i
-_ si_ of friction force
Na (_ + S)
ff (';.+if) +S
I
-= (see fiB. 5).
: Total Strut Force
-_, The sun of the F-.etmatlc, hydraullc, and Intert._l frlctlon forces 81yes
,_ the to¢81 shock-strut '_orce, which £s
_:" " " =(c_)' i' + "o*o - ,,s/?;. (BII)
_. 32
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